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Vampire SolsticeDragonRising Publishing
For the Vampire community, the Solstice Choosing has been the holiest night of the
year - for a hundred thousand years. But this year, something new is about to happen.
The oldest prophecies are about to be fulfilled - and the Festival of Blessings is finally
upon us.

Crammed with comic capers to try out on unsuspecting victims, and side-splitters
to share, this ring-binder is a mix of practical pranks and wisecracks. Readers
can depress the laughter button on the front for a tide of titters to accompany
their tale telling. Three leaves of stickers and two funny photoframes are
included. The jokers journal section contains 365 jokes - one for each day of the
year and a space to fill with diary dates.
From the Tyrannosaurus rex to Velociraptors, the Spinosaurus to Triceratops,
Dinosaurs is a large board book, with beautiful illustrations by Neiko Ng, jampacked with dinosaurs!There are seven themed scene: forest, dinnertime, desert,
swamp, the coast, volcanic eruption and prehistoric museum - with sturdy tabs
for young children to find their favourite pages. Children can then explore the big
scenes, find the dinosaurs and read the name labels in the panels. With a baby
dinosaur to spot in each scene, there is plenty here for parents and children to
talk about and return to again.Also available: Under the Sea, Wild Animals,
Things That Go
The Fifth Di... presents science fiction, fantasy, and horror for your reading
enjoyment. This issue includes an all-night dance marathon to live forever; an
unusual customer complaint; stone dolls; and a machine whisperer. Come meet
these events and the characters who deal with them in this issue of The Fifth Di...
Seventeen original tales take readers into the secret worlds of cats where they
will meet a strange cast of feline characters, such as a Seer who must take
destiny into her own paws to defeat a dictatorial tomcat thug and a black cat who
assembles a special army to wage war on evil. Original.
Sometimes you know things you’re not supposed to know. Things that you can never
un-know. Things that will change the course of your life...and the fate of the ones you
love. I found her in our living room, bleeding and close to death, but alive. Barely. Until
morning stole her last breath. The media called her killer the “Triangle Terror” ... and
then forgot about her. But I never forgot—my murdered sister, and an investigation that
led to my own resurrection from the dead. Twenty-two years ago, on a cold February
night, Landon Worthington lost his father for the last time. After an armed robbery gone
wrong, evidence and witness testimony pointed a shaky finger at Dan
Worthington—deadbeat dad and alcoholic husband. But before the dust could settle
over the conviction, Landon’s preteen sister, Alexis, is murdered in their home,
plunging Landon’s life into further despair. Two decades and a cold case later, Landon
is dogged by guilt over their estranged relationship and decides to confront his
incarcerated father-of-the-year about what really happened the night of the robbery. But
the years of lies are hard to unravel. And the biggest question of all haunts him: How
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does everything tie into his sister’s murder? And so begins Landon’s journey to piece
together the puzzle of secrets, lies, and truths that can free his father, avenge his sister,
and perhaps save himself. A companion short story to A Secondhand Life, the perfect
mystery for fans of Robert Dugoni's Third Watch and Dean Koontz's The Neighbor.
Join Casper the Friendly Ghost and experience the fun of the magical toy store and the
enchanted forest. This work aims to encourage children to develop essential learning
skills through a wide range of activities designed to provide an ideal introduction to
educational play.
(Book). This how-to book/CD pack takes an entertaining but no-nonsense approach to
innovative techniques and concepts that enhance guitar players' skills, style, and musicality.
These inspiring lessons reflect the essential mix any serious guitarist wants: technical tips and
tricks that can be used at the next gig, plus big-picture concepts that imbue playing style with
creativity and artistry. 80 pages, 8-3/8" x 10-7/8"
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